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Opening / Welcome
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You've Made a Commitment
to Anti-racist Practice - What Next?

The Age Gap:
Co-ops & Young People

How are you or your organisation making a
commitment to centring racial equality and
developing anti-racist practices in your work?

18-24 yr olds are the most likely to lose work during
the pandemic & economic crisis. How can
co-operatives respond to youth unemployment?

The Future of the High Street

The Insurgent Power of the
Commons

Explore the rewards of reusing historic buildings on
high streets and learn about AHF's 3-year support
programme for community-led projects.

Helfrich on her book Free, Fair & Alive: the Insurgent
Power of the Commons, and how to co-create a
world free from the market-state system.

Support & Solidarity Clinic

Our experiences are linked to wider social & economic
structures. A confidential non-judgemental space to
reflect, talk openly and be heard. Book in the Expo.
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Bad Kindness: This isn't Mutual Aid

Leadership is a practice, not a status. Let's explore
how we can embed new economy principles in our
approach to leadership.

Camerados on its UK movement, the cock ups made
trying to make it truly mutual, and how COVID-19
responses often saw “mutual aid” misused.

Employee Ownership Panel
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A panel discussion with Employee Ownership
Association, Triodos, and Jeremy Gadd Associates.
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Leadership in the New Economy

PM
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Explore practical ways to redistribute power locally,
and to examine our own and key decision-makers’
positions and privileges.

Small is Beautiful. But is it enough?

Join a panel and open discussion about the future of
co-operation in the UK and US.

If we want to share wealth more equally, don’t we
need to raise our sights, building new economic
relations across localities & territories?

Economic Science Fictions

The Left & The Limits of Social Media

A reading from Economic Science Fictions, an
innovative anthology exploring how science fiction
can motivate new approaches to economics.

Can a medium constructed by corporations to
harvest attention and sell advertising ever prove a
truly effective route to positive change?

Support & Solidarity Clinic

Our experiences are linked to wider social & economic
structures. A confidential non-judgemental space to
reflect, talk openly and be heard. Book in the Expo.
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Transatlantic Cooperativism

Exploring Authentic Community
Engagement

Ownership in Crisis

AM
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Panel discusses how the ‘ownership gap’ will shape
the economic recovery from COVID-19 and further
opportunities for democratic ownership.
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How Do We Build a Volunteer-led
National Solar Movement

As the crisis gives way to "the new normal", many are
looking beyond mutual aid for models of continuing
sustainable community support.

Volunteering in the time of the climate crisis is no
longer a hobby — it is a crucial part of the solution.

Repurposing your Organisation

Cut the Crap Conversations

Support & Solidarity Clinic

Our experiences are linked to wider social & economic
structures. A confidential non-judgemental space to
reflect, talk openly and be heard. Book in the Expo.
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It Starts With Art: a Creative Lens on
Community-led Housing

Self-renovating Neighbourhoods

A creative workshop to try problem-solving, taking a
fresh and innovative look at how we can create
homes and strengthen communities.

Neighbourhoods are presented with the false choice
of gentrification or decline. Can they take land,
buildings & power into their own hands?
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What Can Councils Do After
Declaring a Climate Emergency?

Mutual Credit Clubs

Will declarations lead to transformational action
instead of inertia? Hear from inside councils and
from those aiming to hold them to account.

Moneyless trading means small businesses can
survive when there's no money around. Explore
mutual credit and how it can support communities.

Commons and Shares: The Problem
with Worker Ownership
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Family Farm Succession and
Community Ownership

stage

Want to Build Support for your
Project or Cause?

Panel discuss challenges facing family farms,
democratic land ownership, and creative succession
approaches that contribute to land reform.

Semble, the community action champions, give a
practical guide to harnessing the power of
storytelling to inspire audiences and make change.

Elinor Ostrom & the Community
Paradigm

The Cleveland Model & Employee
Ownership

Discuss the findings of NLGN's Ostrom Project,
self-governance in the UK, and explore approaches
and policies to help communities flourish.

Explore a two-pronged approach to increasing
employee ownership by outlining economic
development strategies rooted in anchor partnerships.

Lunch

Support & Solidarity Clinic

Our experiences are linked to wider social & economic
structures. A confidential non-judgemental space to
reflect, talk openly and be heard. Book in the Expo.
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Morning Magazine Review
A round-up of articles about the new economy in the
press and an opportunity to discuss how the
movement is being communicated in the media.
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Everyday Participation

Childcare Co-operatives:
Transforming Early Years

Learn the Seven Modes of Everyday Participation: a
simple tool to help people to get closer and
contribute in small but meaningful ways.

Explore examples of co-operative and
community-led nurseries and offer advice to take
action.

Land Ownership &
Racial Justice
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Land in our Names & Shared Assets explore the
relationship between land & race, and look at what
needs to change to deliver racial justice.
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An open discussion around different ownership
philosophies in worker co-ops, and how they play out
in the real world.
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Is Commoning our Best Climate
Hope?

Trust the People

Explore how the climate community can better
become builders of the new economy while creating
political mandate for stronger national action.

What can we learn from COVID-19 and what do we
need to retain? Explore how we can take back the
power and look local at every opportunity.
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Mutual Aid to Co-operatives

An honest ‘warts & all’ conversation that cuts the
rhetoric so we can navigate the practical challenges
of making community leadership work.
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Morning Magazine Review
A round-up of articles about the new economy in the
press and an opportunity to discuss how the
movement is being communicated in the media.
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Thursday 3

Presentation
Panel Discussion
Workshop
This session will take place on the Stage. Find the
‘Stage’ option on the left-hand panel. All other
sessions will take place in the ‘sessions’ area.

Community Wealth
Building beyond Corbynomics

stage

Available Throughout
Networking

Panel discuss the challenges & opportunities from
community wealth building in this moment and what
can be done to truly change our system.

Network just like you would at an in-person event.
The connection discovery tool pairs you up in
one-on-one conversations via live video.

Expo

Visit the virtual booth exhibition hall. You'll find
pre-recorded videos, special offers, and have a
chance to chat live with some of the exhibitors.

PM

Catch Up
In partnership with

Selgars
Mill

Catch up viewing will be available for a selection of
sessions after 5pm each day.

Sponsored by

For more information visit stirtoaction.com/festival

